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Larry Keener steered his company-with energy to
spare-from manufactured housing's throes into
modular's trendy opportunity.
arry Keener's life flashed before
his eyes one February morning
five years ago on a Thxas interstate highway. So did the lives of
two of his most trusted colleagues, Dwayne Miller and Bert Kessler.
They came that close to being three 1-30statistics, as they sped westbound from company offices in Addison to their manufacturing plant in Burleson.
Keener, president of Palm Harbor
Homes, was driving, holding court and using the 50-plus-mile trip to pump Miller, the
company's now-retired president of manufacturing, and Kessler, Palm Harbor's vice
president of engineering, for ideas.
"We were talking about ways we could
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take advantage of engineering and efficiencies we had implemented, but that no one really knew were there," recalls Kessler. "We
wanted to enhance our EnerGmiser program and let people know that energy-efficiency isn't all about how much R-value of
insulation you install. Youhave to look at the
house as a whole system and see how it perfonns."
As fate would have it, amid their threeway brain jam, a dump 1nIck suddenly
swerved across the highway lanes, barreling
right at their car. Instinct, reflexes, dumb
luck. whatever, the crash they all saw coming never came. "Luckily, we were in a safe
car," Kessler recalls.
Adrenaline buzzing, Keener managed to

transfonn a moment of high-drama dread
into one of epiphany. By the time the group
reached Burleson, they'd actually hatched a
plan to introduce Palm Harbor's Energy
Management System program.
Now, as energy costs surge and consumer interest in green building and indoor
air quality gain momentum. volume production build.ers are at a crossroads when it
comes to implementing new and often costprohibitive technologies and innovations.
Few wholly embrace the movement Fewer
still capitalize on its marketing benefits.
At the same time, fortuitously, after
weathering tunnoil in manufactured housing segment trends during the past few
years, Palm Harbor managed to reposition itself, almost uncannily similar to the way
Keener steered clear of the accident on 1-30.
In its new incarnation, Palm Harbor's play is
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as more than merely a leader in energy initiatives. Broadening its swath of appeal now
could enable the company to capitalize on
emerging market drivers that, once and for
all, catapult a rapidly-growing business segment into the housing market's spotlight
BACK STORY
During the energy crisis of the 1980s, Pahn
Harbor first adopted marketing and selling
energy efficiency as a strategic core to its
business. hnmediately, it set them apart in
the factory-built housing market With its
EnerGmiser initiative, the company struck a
uZ chord with highly value-conscious manu" factured home buyers. ''A lot of companies
~
-' did as good of a job with energy efficiency as
~ we did at the time," says Steve Reyenga, vice
<
0 president of marketing, "but they didn't market it like Pahn Harbor?'

.
.
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Over the years, Pahn Harbor focused on
ways to exceed energy standards and code
requirements within its factory-controlled
building environment, and in 1996,the company built its first Energy Star compliant
manufactured home. "Once you implement
specific procedures, you can expect absolute
consistency in your product," says Kessler.
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"It's not like a job site where there are so
many variables with the environment and
subcontractors?' In three years, they'd built
600 more. In fact, Energy Star had no program tailored to address factory-built product, but that didn't matter to Palm Harbor. In
1998, the Environmental Protection Agency
honored the effort with its Manufactured
Home Builder of the year award.
As mold issues arose as a housing industry albatross during the late 1990 's,
PaimHarbor set about engineering a solution. But mold wasn't the only problem
creeping into the manufactured home business. Indeed, Palm Harbor's engineers implemented righ- sizing efficiencies, new requirements for duct seal testing, and the
new return air exchange rates that enabled
the company to successfully address mold
concerns, eventually becoming the center-
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piece of Keener's brainchild Energy Management System Program. Nevertheless,
the industry's business horizon took on an
ominous pall. In fact, the very dynamics
that would carry the stick-and-bricks segment to record-breaking highs would
wreak havoc on the manufactured side.
MORPHINGMODULAR
Historically, the site built business and
manufactured housing businesses served
entirely different customers?' Within the
[manufactured housing] industry, people
would kid that we were the prime supplier of marginal houses to marginal buyers," Keener recalls of the industry's past.
"There are an unlimited amount of buyers
out there with poor credit. Interest rates
were so high that it attracted an enormous
amount of money from Wall Street that
was indiscriminately loaned out?' But after peaking in 1998, at nearly 373,000
units, the one-two combo of defaults and a
new competitive environment, spurred by
lower interest rates, caused manufactured
.housing's market to implode.' At about
146,000 units in 2005, the segment is literally a shadow of its former self.
Palm Harbor's niche insulated the company from the brunt of the damage and positioned it for an agile recovery. "We had set
our company up to be a little different," says
Keener. "We've always targeted a credit
worthy buyer with discretionary income.
We were unique, and we knew how to compete with site builders. Luckily, as we grew
the company, we continued to focus on that
buyer?'As a result, the company's financials
held on longer than others in the segment
and even remained
profitable into the first
half of fiscal '03.
Keener, by then, had
identified a. way to diversify and still remain
true to the company's
forte in factory mass
customization. In 2002,
Palm Harbor bought
Nationwide, a purebred, upscale modular
company based in Martinsville, Va.,and began migrating its focus and applying its efficiencies to the modular side of the factorybuilt business. Today,the company has transitioned more than 25 percent ofits business
into the modular market, and it's growing
that segment at a rate of25 percent a year.

MODULAR MAGIC: Joday'smodularproductsare
architecturallydesignedto reflecta mainstreamlook
(above).Modulesarecreatedin the factory,deliveredto the
lot, andfinishedon site (at right).

But they weren't alone. As other players
converged on this segment, industry consultant Fred Hallahan says the newcomers
ultimately created a shift in the modular
business dynamics. Some ofthe traditionally
small, family-owned companies were acquired, and those who wanted to survive
and compete were looking at capital sources
and trying to increase their numbers and expand into new markets.
"Now that sophisticated HUD Code companies are coming into the independent
modular market, the dynamics closely mirror the evolution that occurred on the stickbuilt side several years ago," says Hallahan.
"Where these guys once did 300 to 400 units

;'-Bert Kessler,
VP engineering, Palm Har.bor Homes
a year, they'll now be trying to do 600 to 800
units just to compete with the new-big guys,"
he says.
"For as long as it's been around, [factory
built housing] has always been a ~ay away
from becoming the next big trend in our in-

dustry," says Eric Belsky director of the
Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies.
"In today's environment, it should have
some appeal, but whether it will or won't
remains to be seen?'
FULL STEAM AHEAD
Unlike times past, a variety of drivers exist
today to support the growth of the modular
marketplace, which Hallahan predicts will
double from 2005 levels of 43,000 in the
next five-to-seven years. "Modular addresses the problems oflabor shortages, material shortages, and escalating hard costs that
hamper many markets," he says. And with
factory efficiencies built in, ''you'll get no
dispute among the builder community that, ~
from a technical perspective, a modular ~
home remains superior to a site-built ~
home," he says.
~
According to Hallahan, growth in the V
modular

sector will come right out of the

;

hide of site-built builders. Keener has re- ~
"
aligned his initiatives to take advantage of ~
the evolving opportunities. "We think ~
there's going to be more niche markets de- ~
~
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veloped where there will be more partnerships between small builders, large
builders, and factory builders," says Keener.
In November oflast year, Palm Harbor
launched its Discovery Custom Modular
line to offer a new level of design flexibility
in the market. "It's a
very innovative approach," says Hallahan of the revolutionary three-module design. "It gives a lot of
flexibility and helps
provide a mainstream
look. The ability to offer quality design
will drive the expansion of this market:'
The Discovery line was quickly implemented into two urban Ohio redevelopment communities where the company expects to supply 50 homes in 2006. In March
of this year, JPMorgan Chase Foundation
and Fannie Mae announced they would
provide $450,000 in initial financing to the
Catholic Charities Archdiocese of New Orleans to build the first new homes in one of
the city's neighborhoods hardest-hit by
Hurricane Katrina. The archdiocese has
partnered with Palm Harbor to construct
the first batch of homes in a New Orleans
architectural style' known as "shotgun,"
houses on long, narrow lots.
The first homes should be complete by
June, but the project could represent a
much bigger opportunity. "The archdiocese
has the power and political connections to
get approvals where others can't in New
Orleans," says Reyenga. And through partnerships with landowners in the city, the
church literally controls thousands of lots.
"There is a huge opportunity for us there?'
In the past, the ability to offer design
flexibility has been a roadblock to modular
going mainstream. Palm HpTbor has recently addressed the issue in an unprecedented move-staff'mg an in-house architect
to work closely with engineers.
In true manufacturing form, the company took its quest for efficiency to a new
level by developing a proprietary in-house
programming system. When a CAD operator clicks on a wall, a substantial amount
of intelligence is now attached to that
wall. Within minutes, the system draws
the wall, but also calculates every opening
header, opening studs, connections, etc.
"What normally would be done with a dif-
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ferent piece of software, or even manually, we are incorporating that into our architecturaldesktop system," says Kessler.
"We're using MOA. It stands for Mother of
All Programming..

it
-Steve Reyenga, VP marketing, Palm Harbor Homes
WHAT DOESN'T CHANGE
Just as it was 25 years ago, energy benefits
remain a marketing lynchpin. Today,
every Discovery custom home the company produces is Energy Star qualified, and
every modular still exceed standards-often by 30 percent or more. In January, the

company received its latest accolades in a
long-standing history of innovative efficiencies when it was recognized by the
NAHB Research Center as a leader in energy-efficient construction and named the
winner of the 2006 Gold EnergyValue
Housing Award (EVHA) in the factorybuilt home, hot climate category.
For traditional big builders, the convergence in the modular market may
present a variety of opportunities, and
while partnerships seem likely in certain
markets, Hallahan speculates the public
may also witness crossover acquisitions.
To date, no [traditional] builders have
made acquisitions in modular, but Hallahan says there are benefits to be considered from either an investment or an operations perspective. "At the end of the
day, there is always an intrigue in this industry, wondering if there isn't a better,
faster, cheaper way to build homes:'
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